CHENIER PLAIN ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION PROGRAM

FUNDED PRIORITIES LIST 3B
Chenier Plain Ecosystem Restoration Program
Funded Priorities List (FPL) 3b is part of a two-phase approach used by the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council (Council)
to respond to ecosystem needs and take advantage of important partnership opportunities to advance large-scale ecosystem
restoration.
The Council is considering approval of $1.7M in planning funds as FPL Category 1 for the Chenier Plain Ecosystem Restoration
Program. In addition, the Council is considering an implementation component for potential future funding as an FPL Category
2 activity, and proposes to reserve $18.3M for this component, pending further review and a Council vote. The Chenier Plain
Ecosystem Restoration Program would utilize the Planning Framework techniques and approaches outlined in the figure below
to address environmental stressors in the Chenier Plain. Texas, through the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, is the
sponsor of this proposed program.
The program aims to restore and conserve high-quality coastal habitats within the Chenier Plain complex of Texas through a
variety of methods including (1) beneficial use of dredge material, (2) the construction of breakwaters to protect shoreline,
and (3) the restoration of hydrology and wetlands. Targeted habitats will include freshwater to estuarine marsh, coastal prairie
grasslands, tidal flats, creeks and basins, all of which creates an extremely productive complex for fish and wildlife resources
and protects inland areas from storm surge.
Potential partners for the program may include the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Ducks
Unlimited, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and local and regional governments. The program will utilize specified criteria for
selecting projects that were identified earlier through public meetings and as part of a stakeholder process. Implementation of
the project has the potential to restore degraded wetlands, reduce erosion, improve water quality, create habitat, provide land
reclamation, and increase coastal resiliency in an effective and efficient manner.

Program at a Glance
The Chenier Plain Ecosystem Restoration Program applies Planning Framework approaches and techniques to support
Comprehensive Plan goals and objectives. In support of the primary objective to Restore, enhance, and protect habitats,
stressors such as channelization, subsidence, and erosion will be addressed using the Sediment placement technique and the
Protect natural shorelines technique, while saltwater intrusion will be addressed using the Restore natural salinity regimes
technique. Success using sediment placement and natural shoreline protection to Restore, enhance, and protect habitats may
be tracked using the acres of wetland restored, miles of shoreline stabilized and acres of erosion prevented as metrics, while
success using restoration of natural salinity regimes may be tracked using acres with restored hydrology.
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TEXAS COASTAL WATER QUALITY PROGRAM

FUNDED PRIORITIES LIST 3B
Texas Coastal Water Quality Program
Funded Priorities List (FPL) 3b is part of a two-phase approach used by the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council (Council)
to respond to ecosystem needs and take advantage of important partnership opportunities to advance large-scale ecosystem
restoration.
The Council is considering approval of $3,262,500 in planning funds as FPL Category 1 for the Texas Coastal Water Quality
Program. In addition, the Council is considering an implementation component for potential future funding as an FPL Category
2 activity, and proposes to reserve $19,237,500 for this component, pending further review and a Council vote. The Texas
Coastal Water Quality Program would utilize the Planning Framework techniques and approaches outlined in the figure below
to address environmental stressors in Texas Coastal Water Quality Program. Texas, through the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality is the sponsor of this proposed program.
This program would restore water quality and freshwater inflows on the Texas coast using a variety of proven methods.
Methods include the implementation of best management practices in Texas coastal watersheds to reduce nonpoint source
pollution, the repair and enhancement of drainage channels and outfalls to improve stormwater flow and increase freshwater
inflow to adjacent marshes, and the construction of living shoreline features to reduce erosion and improve water quality. The
program will utilize specified criteria for selecting projects that were identified earlier through public meetings and as part of
a stakeholder process. Water quality on the Texas Coast is adversely impacted by diverted freshwater inflows and increased
nutrient input from agriculture. This program will address environmental issues focused on stormwater runoff, freshwater
inflows, floodplain management, sediment control and water quality for activities related to coastal communities, wetlands,
and agriculture.

Program at a Glance
The Texas Coastal Water Quality Program applies Planning Framework approaches and techniques to support Comprehensive
Plan goals and objectives. In support of the primary objective to Restore, improve, and protect water resources, stressors such
as reduced freshwater inflows will be addressed using the Restore hydrologic connectivity technique and the Restore natural
salinity regimes technique, while runoff will be addressed using the Agriculture and forest management, Stormwater
management, and Erosion and sediment control techniques. Success using restoration of hydrologic connectivity and natural
salinity regimes to Restore, improve, and protect water resources may be tracked using acres with restored hydrology as a
metric, while success using the other techniques may be tracked using acres under BMP agreements, lbs. of nitrogen and
phosphorous avoided or removed, and number of upgrades to stormwater systems. The metrics acres of wetland restored and
miles of stream channel protected may also track benefits to the secondary objective, Restore, enhance, and protect habitats.
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SHORELINE PROTECTION THROUGH LIVING SHORELINES

FUNDED PRIORITIES LIST 3B
Texas Land Acquisition Program for Coastal Conservation
Funded Priorities List (FPL) 3b is part of a two-phase approach used by the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council (Council)
to respond to ecosystem needs and take advantage of important partnership opportunities to advance large-scale ecosystem
restoration.
The Council is considering approval of $1,579,500 in planning funds as FPL Category 1 for the Texas Land Acquisition Program
for Coastal Conservation. In addition, the Council is considering an implementation component for potential future funding as
an FPL Category 2 activity, and proposes to reserve $22,720,500 for this component, pending further review and a Council vote.
The Texas Land Acquisition Program for Coastal Conservation would utilize the Planning Framework techniques and approaches
outlined in the figure below to address environmental stressors in Texas. Texas, through the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality is the sponsor of this proposed program.
The program will acquire large, high-quality coastal zone properties in Texas. Locations will be selected on the basis of greatest
value to the coastal environment now and in the future considering the pressures of environmental change and development.
Targeted habitats will include urban green corridors, riparian, prairie and other upland, wooded wetlands, or bay and chenier
wetlands.
Potential partners for the program may include The Nature Conservancy, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Galveston Bay
Foundation, Coastal Bend Bays & Estuaries Program, as well as other possible state and local governments. The program will
utilize specified criteria for selecting projects that were identified earlier through public meetings and as part of a stakeholder
process. This program will conserve valuable land as habitat and provide natural buffers to flooding and erosion, decreasing
the need for habitat destroying hard engineering projects while providing valuable ecosystem services.

Program at a Glance
The Texas Land Acquisition Program for Coastal Conservation applies Planning Framework approaches and techniques to
support Comprehensive Plan goals and objectives. In support of the primary objective to Restore, enhance, and protect
habitats, stressors such as coastal development will be addressed using the Land acquisition technique. Success using land
acquisition to Restore, enhance, and protect habitats may be tracked using acres protected under easement and acres acquired
in fee as metrics.
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LAND ACQUISITION PROGRAM FOR COASTAL CONSERVATION

FUNDED PRIORITIES LIST 3B
Shoreline Protection Through Living Shorelines
Funded Priorities List (FPL) 3b is part of a two-phase approach used by the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council (Council)
to respond to ecosystem needs and take advantage of important partnership opportunities to advance large-scale ecosystem
restoration.
The Council is considering approval of $1,286,250 in planning funds as FPL Category 1 for the Shoreline Protection Through
Living Shorelines program. In addition, the Council is considering an implementation component for potential future funding
as an FPL Category 2 activity, and proposes to reserve $10,963,750 for this component, pending further review and a Council
vote. The Shoreline Protection Through Living Shorelines program would utilize the Planning Framework techniques and
approaches outlined in the figure below to address environmental stressors in Texas. Texas, through the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality is the sponsor of this proposed program.
The program will construct large-scale living shorelines that will stabilize estuarine shorelines and protect large tracts of land
and coastal resources along the Texas coast. Living shorelines consist of marsh vegetation planting typically combined with
rock breakwaters or oyster reefs to protect bay shorelines and marshes from loss due to erosion. The program will target highly
eroding shorelines along the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, bay shorelines, and other locations that have been identified as
suitable areas for a living shoreline installation. This program will also address degrading coastal structures that need repair,
such as critical seawalls, and add living shoreline elements to enhance their protective capabilities.
The program will utilize specified criteria for selecting projects that were identified earlier through public meetings and as part
of a stakeholder process. Living shorelines can reduce damage to shorelines by damping wave action and trapping sediments,
elevating shore profiles to a level that will support marsh vegetation. This program will provide additional ecosystem benefits
by creating hard structure habitats for fish and oysters, nutrient and sediment removal, seagrass protection, and water quality
improvement.

Program at a Glance
The Shoreline Protection through Living Shorelines Program applies Planning Framework approaches and techniques to support
Comprehensive Plan goals and objectives. In support of the primary objective to Restore and enhance natural processes and
shorelines, stressors such as shoreline erosion will be addressed using the Protect natural shorelines technique. Success using
this technique to Restore and enhance natural processes and shorelines may be tracked using miles of living shoreline installed
and acres of erosion prevented as metrics.
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DOI NPS WIND-TIDAL FLAT RESTORATION PILOT

FUNDED PRIORITIES LIST 3B
Wind-Tidal Flat Restoration Pilot*
Funded Priorities List (FPL) 3b is part of a two-phase approach used by the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council (Council)
to respond to ecosystem needs and take advantage of important partnership opportunities to advance large-scale ecosystem
restoration.
The Council is considering approval of $321K in planning and implementation funds as FPL Category 1 for the Wind-Tidal Flat
Restoration Pilot project. This project would utilize the Planning Framework techniques and approaches outlined in the figure
below to address environmental stressors in coastal Texas, including Padre Island National Seashore. The U.S. Department of
the Interior, through the U.S. National Park Service, is the sponsor of this proposed project.
This project would test various restoration techniques and assess the efficacy and cost effectiveness of those techniques in
wind-tidal flat habitats in coastal Texas, including Padre Island National Seashore, Texas. This project builds upon investments
made in Funded Priorities List 1. The wind-tidal flat areas at Padre Island National Seashore are significant in that they protect
portions of the largest freshwater wetland in Texas, conserve protected species, and provide wintering habitat for millions of
migratory birds. However, impacts from previous energy exploration have impaired these important habitats. This project will
lead to the restoration and improved resiliency for five acres of Gulf wind-tidal flat habitat and will provide lessons learned that
can be applied to other tidal flat sites in need of restoration in coastal Texas.

*This draft project description, originally submitted as part of the proposal titled “Decommissioning Onshore Orphaned Energy Facilities on
NPS and FWS lands (DOI/NPS & FWS)” has been revised in response to internal and external reviews as well as continued collabo ration
among Council members to determine the activities and funding levels to include in this draft FPL 3b.

Project at a Glance
The Wind-Tidal Flat Restoration Pilot project applies Planning Framework approaches and techniques to support
Comprehensive Plan goals and objectives. The project supports the primary objective to Improve science-based decisionmaking processes, and secondary objective to Restore, enhance, and protect habitats. The loss of algal mats and other impacts
from previous energy exploration will be addressed using the Habitat management and stewardship technique. Success using
this technique to Improve science science-based decision-making processes and Restore, enhance and protect habitats may be
tracked by number of studies developed to inform management and acres of wetland restored.
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GULF OF MEXICO CONSERVATION CORPS PROGRAM

FUNDED PRIORITIES LIST 3B
Gulf of Mexico Conservation Corps Program
Funded Priorities List (FPL) 3b is part of a two-phase approach used by the Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration Council (Council)
to respond to ecosystem needs and take advantage of important partnership opportunities to advance large-scale ecosystem
restoration.
The Council is considering approval of $11,971,250 in implementation funds as FPL Category 1 for the Gulf of Mexico Coast
Conservation Corps (GulfCorps) Program. The GulfCorps program would utilize the Planning Framework techniques and
approaches outlined in the figure below to address environmental stressors Gulfwide. The U.S. Department of Commerce,
through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, is the sponsor of this proposed program.
Building off work initially funded under the Council’s 2015 Initial FPL, GulfCorps organizations in each Gulf state would recruit,
train, employ and help to inspire hundreds of young adults to produce tangible habitat restoration benefits and to become the
Gulf of Mexico’s future restoration workforce. GulfCorps would continue to collaborate with State, Federal and local agencies,
and non-profit organizations to manage natural resources and implement restoration, conservation and resilience projects.
Based on project input from RESTORE Council Members and local experts, the GulfCorps will implement habitat restoration,
conservation and monitoring activities in a wide range of Gulf of Mexico habitats including marshes, prairies, forests, oyster
reefs and shorelines. The GulfCorps crews will also facilitate public access to Gulf habitats by building and maintaining
boardwalks and trails. Program activities will contribute to the restoration of coastal habitat, provide employment opportunities
for young people across the Gulf of Mexico, and provide labor for priority conservation projects in all five Gulf States.

Program at a Glance
The GulfCorps Program applies Planning Framework approaches and techniques to support Comprehensive Plan goals and
objectives. To support the primary objective to Restore, enhance, and protect habitats, stressors such as river channelization
and oil and gas extraction will be addressed using the Protect natural shorelines technique; invasive species and residential
development will be addressed using Habitat management and stewardship; and trawling impacts will be addressed using
Living Shorelines. Success using shoreline protection and habitat management and stewardship to support the primary
objective may be tracked using acres of wetland or other habitat restored and acres treated to remove invasive species. Success
using these techniques support the secondary objective, Promote natural resource stewardship and environmental education,
may be tracked using the number of temporary jobs created. Additional metrics of project success may include: number of
improvements to recreational infrastructure, percent costs contracted to local organizations, and acres monitored (not shown).
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